l Introduction* A real number ξ, 0 ^ ξ < 1, is said to the normal in the scale of r (or to base r), if in ξ = 0 a L a 2 expanded in the scale of r (1) every combination of digits occurs with the proper frequency. If bj) 2 b k is any combination of digits, and Z N the number of indices i in 1 ^ ί ^ ΛΓ having then the condition is that (1) \\mZ N N-λ ^ r k .
A number f is called simply normal in the scale of r if (1) holds for k = 1. A number is said to be absolutely normal if it is normal to every base r. It is well-known (see, for example, [6] , Theorem 8.11) that almost every number ξ is absolutely normal.
We write r ^ s, if there exist integers n, m with r n -s m . Otherwise, we put r Φ s.
In this paper we solve the following problem. Under what conditions on r, s is every number ξ which is normal to base r also normal to base s ? The answer is given by THEOREM 
A Assume r ~ s. Then any number normal to base r is normal to base s. B If r o° s, then the set of numbers ξ which are normal to base r but not even simply normal to base s has the power of the continuum.
The A-part of the Theorem is rather trivial, but I shall sketch a proof of it, since I could not find one in the literature.
Next, let I be an interval of length | I\ contained in the unit-interval U = [0, 1] . We write M N (ξ, r, I) . There exist ([5] , pp. 91-92, 99) for any γ, 0 ^ γ g 1, and any η > 0 functions f 1 (ξ) f f 2 (t) periodic in I with period 1, such that f x {ξ) ^ {£,7} ^/ 3 (f), having Fourier expansions where the summation is over all u φ 0 and A^ is majorized by 1 (6 ) I A u I Â pplying this to (5) we obtain
where we put A[ 2) = γ + η and take the sum over all pairs u, v of numbers not both being zero. Since and since the double sum over u, v is uniformly convergent in h, we may change the order of limit and summation and obtain
The numbers θί h) are the numbers Proof. It will be sufficient to show that the number of combinations with less than a 3 (s)k indices i satisfying both (9) and i = 1 (mod 2) is not greater than 2 (3/4)fc . We first assume k is even. B is proved similarly, using Lemma 5B. Except for possibly one exceptional n we have (ur n ) p Φ v p and therefore
If n is not exceptional, then the already proved Lemma 7A can be applied to the inner sum and we obtain the bound^1
Taking the sum over n we obtain (12). Now we combine (8) and Lemma 7. We obtain, together with (6) In the same fashion we can prove
These two inequalities, together with (13) and (14), give the Fundamental Lemma.
8. Proof of the theorems* Once the Fundamental Lemma is shown, we can prove Theorem 2 by the standard method developed in [2] .
By J B , B > 0, we denote the set of intervals [β,i), 0 ^ β < γ < 1 of the type β = a2r\ γ = (α + 1)2"\ where 0^6^ a 22 B\2. (T,J, r, I) .
Hence by (17) 
